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11. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

 To prepare nanocrystalline Titanium Oxide and Zinc Oxide thin films by sol gel spin

coating and dip coating techniques.

 To study the effect of La, W and Nb doping of the thin films.

 The structural, morphological and thermal properties of the prepared thin films are to

be determined by employing XRD, SEM and TGA/DTA analyses.

 To study the Hydrogen and Oxygen gas sensing properties of the prepared thin films

through the change of film conductivity upon the exposure of target gas at room

temperature.



12. WHETHER OBJECTIVES WERE ACHIEVED

(GIVE DETAILS)

 TiO2 nanoparticles have been synthesized by sol gel process using Aloe vera plant

extract as a biological agent.

 Thermal, Structural, Morphological and Elemental properties of the synthesized TiO2

and ZnO nanomaterials have been studied by TGA/DTA, XRD, FESEM, TEM and

EDAX analysis respectively.

 The indigenous gas sensor experimental set up consisting of Keithley Picoammeter

(Model 6487), Temperature controller, Glass chamber, sample heating set up and

vacuum pump (Fig.1) was designed as one of the outcomes under this project.

Fig. 1: Indigenous gas sensor experimental set up



 Pure and different concentration (1, 3, 5 and 10 wt%) of La incorporated ZnO thin

films with novel nanocorn morphology were prepared by means of sol gel dip coating

technique onto glass substrates. The prepared thin films were subjected to TGA/DTA,

XRD, Thickness measurement, FESEM and EDAX characterizations.

 Gas sensing property of pure and La:ZnO thin films have been studied against 1000

ppm of H2 gas at room temperature.

13. ACHIEVEMENTS FROM THE PROJECT

 Pure and La incorporated ZnO thin films with novel nanocorn morphology was

prepared by Sol Gel dip coating technique.

 The prepared La incorporated ZnO thin films showed maximum sensitivity of S≈ 60%

towards 1000 ppm of  H2 gas at Room Temperature.

 TiO2 nanoparticles with novel nanocoral morphology was synthesized by Sol Gel

method using Aloe vera plant extract as biological agent.

 Aloe vera plant extract showed a great impact on the structural, morphological and

also phase transformation of TiO2 (from Anatase to Rutile) nanoparticles.

 A project fellow Mr. K.S. Venkatesh has been awarded to Ph.D.

 Based on the obtained results, two papers were published in peer reviewed

international journals with due acknowledgement to UGC.



14. SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

( IN 500 WORDS )

Pure and La (1, 3, 5 and 10 wt %) incorporated ZnO thin films were prepared by sol

gel dip coating technique. Simultaneous TGA/DTA analysis was performed to study the

thermal behaviour of the xerogel of pure ZnO solution and it revealed the formation of metal

oxide (ZnO) takes place at around 350oC and the XRD results emphasized the same.

The powder X-ray diffractogram revealed the presence of well crystalline ZnO thin

films belongs to the hexagonal structure with polycrystalline nature. XRD pattern shows that

the c-axis orientation is not exhibited for pure and at lower concentration of La (1 wt %), and

the growth of the film takes place towards c- axis orientation from 3 wt % of La

incorporation onwards. Hence, the incorporation of 3 wt % and above concentration of La

increases the growth of ZnO thin film towards c-axis as a preferential orientation of (002)

plane, i.e. perpendicular to the substrate. The thickness of the prepared thin films was

measured using Stylus Profiler and the thickness of pure, 1, 3, 5 and 10 wt% of La

incorporated ZnO thin films were found to be 1.41, 1.32, 1.19 1.08 and 1.02 μm.

FESEM images were clearly visualized the presence of nanocorns composed of very

small and well defined tiny particles ranging between 15 and 20 nm. The presence of Zn, O

and La elements were observed through EDX analyses and no other elements were detected

in the spectra.

The variation of resistivity with respect to time for pure and La (1, 3, 5 and 10 wt%)

incorporated ZnO thin films towards 1000 ppm of H2 gas concentration at room temperature

was studied. Pure ZnO thin film showed a decrease in the resistivity upon exposing the

hydrogen gas and sensitivity was good (S=51%) at room temperature.

A novel TiO2 nanocoral architecture was obtained first time using aloe vera plant

extract as a bio-capping agent by sol gel process. The concentration variation of aloe vera



plant extract enormously changes the particle size of TiO2 nanopowder and thereby it leads to

control the particle size. XRD results substantiated that the phase (Anatase and Rutile)

transformation of TiO2 nanoparticle depends on the concentration of aloe vera plant extract.

FT Raman spectra emphasized the presence of TiO2 anatase phase and the Raman band

shiftted with respect to the particle size variation. FTIR spectra clearly indicate the biological

molecules which are responsible for the formation of TiO2 nanoparticles. The surface area

was measured by BET analysis and it is to be 27.6238 m2 /g.  SEM images depicted the

particles homogeneity and the reduction of particle size with respect to the concentration of

aloe vera plant extract. Furthermore, TEM images demonstrated the plausible nanocorals

decorated with the nanopolyps having the diameter in the range of 15-30 nm.

15. CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIETY

( GIVE DETAILS )

 Gas sensors operable at room temperature are having a very high demand. Since, the

Hydrogen gas has low ignition velocity, it can easy fire if there is an increase in the

temperature. Hence, Sensors working under operating temperature is not suitable for

H2 gas sensing. Also, working of sensor device in the reactors under operating

temperature is difficult.

 Based on the above requirement, ZnO thin film was coated on the glass substrate and

evaluated for sensing H2 gas at room temperature. The prepared pure ZnO thin film

showed good response to the H2 gas (S=51%) at room temperature.

 The outcome of the project has been arrived as 02 International papers in the peer
reviewed journal.

16. WHETHER ANY Ph.D. ENROLLED/PRODUCED OUT OF THE PROJECT

PhD produced : 01

Manpower trained : 01
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Abstract Nanostructured ZnO thin films with different

lanthanum concentration (0, 1, 3, 5 and 10 wt%) were

fabricated by sol–gel dip coating method on glass sub-

strates. The effect of La incorporation on structural, mor-

phological and H2 gas sensing (room temperature)

properties of the ZnO thin films was studied. Thermal

behaviour of the xerogel of pure ZnO was studied by

thermo gravimetric analysis/differential thermal analysis.

The structural property of the films was analyzed by

powder X-ray diffraction method and which revealed the

presence of hexagonal structure. It emphasized that the film

became (002) textured upon the 3 wt% of La incorporation

onwards. The surface morphology was examined by field

emission scanning electron microscopy equipped with

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and it sub-

stantiated that all the films have uniform distribution of

particles with novel corn like morphology. Obviously, the

length of nanocorn increases with the increase of La. The

elemental composition was studied by EDX spectroscopy.

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra revealed that La: ZnO thin

films showed a blue shift and an enhanced PL intensity

over that of the pure ZnO. The H2 gas sensitivity of the

pure and La: ZnO thin films were studied towards the

concentration of 1,000 ppm. 1 wt% of La incorporated

ZnO thin film showed a high sensitivity (51 %) than the

pure and the higher La concentration. The increase and

decrease of H2 gas sensitivity of pure ZnO upon La

incorporation is also discussed in this paper.

1 Introduction

The usage of hydrogen (H2) is rapidly increasing day by

day and simultaneously, the occurrence of hazards is also

increasing associated with the hydrogen namely respiratory

ailment, component failure, ignition and burning. Due to its

minimum ignition energy (0.017 mJ) even in air atmo-

spheric pressure, H2 easily get ignited and it has high

burning velocity also. Upon long term preservation of the

H2 gas, many metals and plastics can lose its ductility and

strength which leads to the formation of cracks and can

eventually cause rupture thereby hydrogen leakage will

takes place. Moreover, H2 is also used in metal smelting,

glass making, petroleum extraction, etc. [1]. Hydrogen gas

is a colorless, odorless, and not detectable by human sen-

ses. It is lighter than air and highly difficult to detect unless

accumulation occurs. It is also important to monitor/control

the hydrogen concentration in nuclear reactors, coal mines

and semiconductor manufacturing [2–4]. In order to avoid

hazards caused by H2, fast and highly sensitive H2 gas

sensors to operate at room temperature should be devel-

oped. Certain metal oxides have proved their potential

applications in the field of gas sensors and to name a few

are ZnO, TiO2, SnO2, In2O3, and WO3 etc. Among the

semiconducting metal oxides, ZnO is a promising candi-

date for H2 gas sensors and it posses more oxygen vacan-

cies which recognize more adsorption of a target gas [5, 6].

In addition, ZnO is being potentially used in various

applications such as solar cells [7], sensors [8, 9], antimi-

crobial activity [10], Drug release carrier [11], Hydrogen
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sensor [12–14], LPG sensing [15], Transparent conductive

oxide thin films [16] etc. A modification by means of

doping using foreign materials in ZnO lattice can improve

the microstructure of the material including grain size,

growth kinetics, and surface morphology; thereby it leads

towards enhanced properties for gas sensing [17]. ZnO

nanoparticles can be synthesized by different methods such

as microwave assisted hydrothermal method [18], sol–gel

[19], biosynthesis [10, 20], co-precipitation method [21]

etc. In the case of metal oxide nanopowder for gas sensor

applications, already synthesized and calcined nanopowder

is coated onto the surface of the ceramic tube or substrate

by paint brushing technique and again heat treated at higher

temperature for the removal of chemical binding agent as

well as for the adhesion with the coated solid support [22,

23]. The two fold heat treatment can leads to some faults

such as non uniform coating, agglomeration and some time

cracking and peeling off too. These may affect the grain

boundaries of the metal oxide nanoparticles and thereby

worsen the gas sensing ability. In order to overcome this

problem, thin films based semiconducting metal oxides are

being preferred because it provides more opportunities to

strengthen gas sensors by means of controlling the film

thickness, uniformity, choice of substrates because sub-

strates are playing a pivotal role in gas sensors [24] and

mainly one time heat treatment associated with the thin

film preparation. Nanostructured ZnO thin films can be

prepared by various techniques including dip coating [25],

spin coating and sputtering [26, 27] and so on. Dip coating

method offers several advantages such as ambient prepa-

ration conditions, coating on large area as well as com-

plicated solid support (e.g. alumina tube) and mainly low

cost. In this present communication, the preparation of pure

and La incorporated ZnO thin films by sol–gel dip coating

method is reported and the prepared thin films have been

characterized by thermo gravimetric-differential thermal

analysis (TGA/DTA), powder XRD analysis, field emis-

sion scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The effect of

La incorporation on the structural, morphological and

hydrogen gas sensing performance of ZnO at room tem-

perature are studied. In the present work, pure ZnO showed

good sensitivity at room temperature, when compared with

the previous report [28]. Also lower concentration of La

incorporation enhances the sensitivity compared to pure

ZnO. The higher concentration of La decreases the sensi-

tivity and the variation of sensitivity with La incorporation

is discussed in this report.

2 Experimental

Pure and different concentration (1, 3, 5 and 10 wt%)

of La incorporated ZnO precursor solutions were

prepared by sol–gel method. Zinc acetate dihydrate

[Zn (CH3COO)2�2H2O] was dissolved in 2-Methoxy

ethanol to obtain the concentration of the solution for

0.1 M. The solution was vigorously stirred for 3 h to

obtain clear and homogeneous solution under ambient

temperature. In order to stabilize the sol, an appropriate

quantity of diethanolamine was added in the solution

during stirring process. Furthermore, the stirred solution

was sonicated for 20 min. The precursor was used for the

preparation of pure ZnO thin films. In the preparation of

La: ZnO precursor solution, Lanthanum nitrate hexahy-

drate [La (NO3)3�6H2O] was appropriately added to Zn

(CH3COO)2�2H2O and 2-Methoxy ethanol solution in the

beginning. Then the further process is same as pure ZnO

preparation. Thus prepared precursor solutions were used

for the fabrication La incorporated ZnO thin films.

In order to improve the adhesion property of thin films,

substrates (glass slides) were immersed in hydrofluoric acid

(HF) diluted in deionized water (1:9 ratios) for 15 s. Then

the glass slides were cleaned with soap oil and deionized

water. After that the glass slides were cleaned using soni-

cator in acetone bath followed by deionized water for the

removal of the presence of HF content in the cavity of the

substrate and finally the glass slides were cleaned with

isopropyl alcohol to remove the presence of any organic

impurities and dried in a hot air oven.

The cleaned glass slides and prepared pure and La: ZnO

precursor solutions were used for thin film preparation by

dip coating method. The deposition was performed by

immersing the glass substrate in the precursor solution with

a controlled withdrawal speed of 1 mm/s in an ambient

atmosphere and consecutively immersed in the double

distilled (DD) water (90 �C). After each deposition, the

film was dried at 100 �C for 30 min and the same process

was repeated for 10 times to increase the thickness of the

film. Finally, the fabricated thin films were subjected to

annealing at 350 �C for 1 h in tubular furnace with the

heating rate of 2 �C/min.

The thermal property of the xerogel of pure ZnO solu-

tion with respect to temperature was studied by TGA/DTA

using (Model: STA 409 PL Luxx) under N2 gas atmosphere

from 30 to 900 �C with a heating rate of 10 �C/min. The

XRD patterns of the pure and La: ZnO thin films were

recorded by Cu Ka radiation with the wavelength of

1.54060 Å using X’PERT PRO (PANalytical) diffractom-

eter system. The thickness of the prepared pure and La:

ZnO thin films were measured using Mitutoyo surface

profilometer (SJ-301). The surface morphology and

chemical composition of the deposited thin films were

examined by FESEM equipped with energy dispersive

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (Model: Hitachi S-4500). Pho-

toluminescence spectra were recorded in the wavelength

range from 350 to 600 nm with an excitation wavelength of
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320 nm using photoluminescence spectrometer (Varian

Cary Eclipse).

The indigenously made gas sensor experimental set up

was used for the H2 gas sensor experiment. The thin film

was mounted on the substrate holder within the glass

chamber having the gas inlet and outlet valves. The

required concentration of hydrogen gas was allowed inside

the glass chamber using mass flow controllers (MFC). An

ohomic contacts were made on the films using silver paste

(negligible contact resistance). In order to measure the

variation of electrical resistivity upon the gas exposure, two

leads were taken out from the ohmic contacts and con-

nected to the Keithley 6487 Picoammeter/Voltage source.

The sensitivity (S) was calculated using the following

relation [29]:

S ¼ Ra � Rg

Ra

� 100 ð1Þ

where, Ra and Rg are the electrical resistivity of the sensor

in the presence of air and in test gas respectively.

3 Results and discussion

Simultaneous TGA/DTA analysis was performed to study

the thermal behaviour of the xerogel of pure ZnO solution

and shown in Fig. 1a. A weight loss at 100 �C is attributed

to the elimination of physisorbed and chemisorbed water

molecules. In DTA curve a broad exothermic region from

100 to 300 �C is ascribed to the decomposition of reacted

organic matter such as 2-Methoxy ethanol, diethanolamine.

Furthermore, the formation of metal oxide (ZnO) takes

place at around 350 �C and the XRD results emphasized

the same.

The powder X-ray diffractograms revealed that the well

crystallized ZnO thin films belongs to the hexagonal

structure with polycrystalline nature is observed (Fig. 1b)

and matched with the standard data (JCPDS File No. 89-

0510). From the XRD data the average crystallite size was

estimated using Scherrer equation (Eq. 2), (where 0.9 is a

constant, k is the wavelength of X-ray source, b is the full

width at the half maximum in radians, h is the Bragg’s

diffraction angle) and the estimated average crystallite size

of the pure, 1, 3, 5 and 10 wt% of La incorporated ZnO thin

films were 37, 33, 30 29.5 and 27 nm respectively. It can

be obviously seen from the XRD patterns that the c-axis

orientation is not exhibited for pure and at lower concen-

tration of La (1 wt%), and the growth of the film takes

place towards c-axis orientation from 3 wt% of La incor-

poration onwards. Hence, the incorporation of 3 wt% and

above concentration of La increases the growth of ZnO thin

film towards c-axis as a preferential orientation of (002)

plane, i.e. perpendicular to the substrate [30]. Upon La

addition, the position of the (002) plane is shifted towards

lower angles (2h) and also it expands the ZnO lattice along

c-axis due to the lattice mismatch between La and ZnO

lattice.

Fig. 1 a TGA/DTA analysis of pure ZnO xerogel. b XRD patterns of

pure and La: ZnO thin films

Fig. 2 Thickness of pure, 1, 3, 5 and 10 wt% of La incorporated ZnO

thin films
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D ¼ 0:9k
b cos h

ð2Þ

The thickness of the prepared thin films was measured

using Stylus Profiler and presented in Fig. 2. As seen from

this Fig. 2, the thickness of pure, 1, 3, 5 and 10 wt% of La

incorporated ZnO thin films were found to be 1.41, 1.32,

1.19 1.08 and 1.02 lm and the appropriate growth rates are

0.141, 0.132, 0.119, 0.108 and 0.102 lm respectively. The

decrease in the film thickness upon La incorporation is

clearly observed and also similar characteristics were

observed for Mn doped ZnO thin films [31].

The impact of La doping on the surface morphology of

the ZnO thin films was examined. The FESEM images of

pure and La incorporated ZnO thin films are apparently

showing the novel corn-like morphology (Fig. 3a–c).

FESEM images are clearly visualizing the presence of

nanocorns composed of very small and well defined

nanoparticles ranging from 15 to 20 nm. As seen from the

images, the length of the ZnO nanocorns augments upon La

doping which implies the longitudinal growth of nano-

structures. This is pertaining to the expansion of ZnO lat-

tice towards c-axis and this phenomenon is consistent with

the XRD results.

The elemental composition of the prepared thin films

was analyzed by EDX. The presence of Zn, O and La

elements were observed through EDX analyses and no

other elements were detected in the spectra (Fig. 4a–c).

This indicates that the prepared thin films are pure and free

from impurities. A peak observed around 2 keV is attrib-

uted to Si (Si Ka) and which is exhibited from the glass

substrates due to the depth of electron beam penetration.

The EDX results are presented in Table 1 and it showed the

difference in Zn/O and La/Zn ratio with the variation of La

doping concentration. This is suggesting the oxygen defi-

ciency of the films and the material with oxygen deficiency

is highly suitable for gas sensor applications [32].

The growth mechanism of the resultant ZnO nanocorn

morphology is still unclear but it was understood based on

the experimentally observed results of pure and La: ZnO

thin films and proposed (Fig. 5). The Zn2? ions in the ZnO

precursor solution were stabilized by diethanolamine (sta-

bilizing agent) and make it crystal clear and homogeneous,

which clearly indicates the interaction of diethanolamine in

the ZnO precursor solution. In the first stage of deposition

of ZnO thin film (Step 1), the cleaned glass substrate was

immersed in the ZnO precursor solution with the controlled

speed and thereby the adsorption of amine based Zn(OH)2

complex is takes place over the glass substrate. Incessantly

the glass substrate was dipped in DD water at 90 �C which

is otherwise called an anionic solution and the intermediate

[Zn(OH)4]2- was formed on the substrate (Step 2). The

water molecules (at 90 �C) removed the loosely bonded

intermediate [Zn(OH)4]2- molecules while withdrawing

the substrate. Then the intermediate [Zn(OH)4]2- mole-

cules become to Zn(OH)2 in the drying process at 100 �C

Fig. 3 FESEM images of a pure; b 5 wt%; c 10 wt% of La

incorporated ZnO thin films
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(Step 3). As shown in the Fig. 5, there are two types

interaction may be possible between the Zn(OH)2 and the

amine group. They are (1) one oxygen atom from Zn(OH)2

is attracted by one hydrogen atom from the DEA chain due

to the ionic-dipolar interaction. Basically, DEA is a weak

base which contains higher H? concentration due to its

incomplete protonation and hence DEA chains attract with

each other by the hydrogen bonding forces. Likewise, the

ZnO nuclei [Zn(OH)2] can grew with DEA chain due to the

bonding of each DEA chains [33]. (2) A basic nitrogen

atom of amine group contain a lone pair of electrons, which

can interact with the Zn2? ions of Zn(OH)2 and thus ZnO

nuclei can grew with DEA. During the annealing process at

350 �C, ZnO nuclei tend to become ZnO nanoparticles at a

faster rate because of the removal of DEA chains, which

causes the formation of corn morphology. The planes of

ZnO namely (002), (110) and (101) have the lowest surface

free energy of 9.9, 12.3 and 20.9 eV/nm2 [34]. The

incorporation of La on ZnO lattice enormously raises the

stress in ZnO thin film which was further decreases the

surface free energy of the film. Thus the stress in ZnO

lattice upon La incorporation as well as the lowest surface

free energy of the plane (002), favored the oriented

attachment of ZnO nanoparticles along the (002) direction

and thus the film became highly (002) textured.

In general, four photoluminescence (PL) emissions can

be observed for ZnO. They are (1) ultraviolet emission

otherwise near band edge emission (NBE) at around

390 nm and it is attributed to the exciton recombination (2)

blue emission at around 460 nm is due to the intrinsic

defects such as oxygen and zinc interstitials (3) green

emission or deep level emission (DLE) at around 540 nm,

which is probably arises from the electron–hole recombi-

nation caused by intrinsic point defects and surface defects

such oxygen vacancies, zinc interstitials, incorporation of

hydroxyl groups in ZnO lattice [35, 36].

Room temperature PL spectra of pure and La: ZnO thin

films were recorded in the wavelength range from 350 to

600 nm with an excitation wavelength of 320 nm and it is

shown in Fig. 6. A PL emission exhibited at 392 nm for

pure ZnO is corresponds to the near band emission other-

wise known as ultraviolet emission. This is generally

ascribed to the recombination of free excitons. The strong

photoluminescence intensity due to the La incorporation

infers that La ions are playing as an effective luminescent

centers and it is consistent with the previous report [37]. It

is to be noticed that the increase in the intensity of the PL

emission with the increase of La incorporation may be due

to the c-axis oriented crystalline growth of ZnO upon La

doping. At the same time it is interesting to note that the PL

emission is slightly blue shifted from 392 (pure) to 388 nm

(10 wt% of La: ZnO) and this may be ascribed to the

particle size reduction. The blue shift may be attributed to

Fig. 4 EDX spectra of a pure; b 5 wt%; c 10 wt% of La incorporated

ZnO thin films

Table 1 Elemental composition of pure and La: ZnO thin films

Elements Pure ZnO 5 wt% of La

incorporated ZnO

10 wt% of La

incorporated ZnO

O 22.89 22.12 21.67

Zn 77.11 73.62 69.61

La – 4.26 8.72
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the ZnO lattice strain due to La incorporation [38]. The PL

band at around 490 nm is observed for the blue emission

which is attributed to the interstitial defects due to La3?

[39]. A broad green emission is exhibited at around 540 nm

which is also attributed to interstitial defects and oxygen

vacancies create some surface defects in ZnO thin films

[36].

Generally, in the case of n-type semiconducting metal

oxide gas sensors, the change of resistivity with and

without expose of test gases was measured and thereafter

the sensitivity was calculated. For ZnO based gas sensor,

the changes of resistivity is mainly induced by the

adsorption and desorption of oxygen molecules recognized

by the surface of the grains. The chemisorbed oxygen

molecules trap the electrons from the conduction band of

ZnO and become oxygen ions (O2
-, O2-, O-) and thereby

it reduces the overall conductivity of the material. It can be

explained as follows [40]:

O2 gasð Þ $ O2 adsð Þ $ O2 adsð Þ + e� $ O�2 adsð Þ: ð3Þ

Upon the introduction of the reducing gases such as H2,

H2S, C2H5OH, they readily react with the oxygen ions by

liberating the trapped electrons back to the conduction

band of ZnO accompanied by the decrease of the resis-

tivity. So the resistivity changes or the sensitivity of ZnO

thin films depends on the concentration of adsorbed oxygen

molecules [41].

The variation of resistivity with respect to time for pure

and La (1, 3, 5 and 10 wt%) incorporated ZnO thin films

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of the growth mechanism of ZnO nanocorns

Fig. 6 Room temperature photoluminescence spectra of pure, 1, 3, 5

and 10 wt% (a–e) of La incorporated ZnO thin films
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towards 1,000 ppm of H2 gas concentration at room tem-

perature was measured and presented in Fig. 7a. It is

clearly observed that the resistivity of the pure ZnO thin

film decreased upon exposing in the hydrogen gas, i.e. the

chemisorbed oxygen molecules reacted with the hydrogen

gas and producing H2O molecules with releasing electrons.

The electrons go to the conduction band of ZnO and

thereby the resistivity of the film decreased. The resistivity

is back to its original value, when the hydrogen supply was

stopped. Subsequently the resulted water desorbs quickly

due to the exothermic nature of the reaction [42]. This

sensing mechanism can be written as follows [43]:

O�ads + H2 ! H2O + e�: ð4Þ

The resistivity of the ZnO thin film in air drastically

decreased with the increase of La incorporation, because a

trivalent lanthanum acts as a donor to ZnO, thereby the

electrical resistivity of La: ZnO films compared to pure

ZnO film was decreased. The sensitivity (S) of the pure

ZnO, 1, 3, 5 and 10 wt% of La incorporated ZnO thin films

were observed to be 43, 51, 29, 21 and 13 respectively

(Fig. 7b) at room temperature.

It is clearly observed that 1 wt% of La incorporated ZnO

thin film showed high sensitivity (51) at room temperature.

At this lower concentration of La, the carrier concentration of

physisorbed oxygen molecules (O2
-, O2-, O-) is higher than

the pure ZnO, which leads to the drastic change in resistivity

upon H2 gas exposure. Hence, the sensitivity is observed to

be higher than the pure ZnO. The H2 gas sensitivity of 3, 5

and 10 wt% of La: ZnO thin films are observed to be decrease

than pure ZnO. The decrease in the sensitivity (S) associated

with the higher concentration of (3, 5 and 10 wt%) of La:

ZnO thin films are due to the congregation of Lanthanum

oxide phases over the surface of the ZnO and they could

reduce the available active adsorption sites. Because, La3?

cannot enter in the ZnO lattice (Ionic radii of Zn2?:

0.074 nm, La3?: 0.106 nm and O2-: 0.132 nm). Though,

there is an oxygen deficiency in the La: ZnO films (in

accordance with the EDX results), La based superfluous over

the sensing layer affect the sensitivity because the sensing

mechanism is based on the surface reaction only. So the

decrease of the sensitivity for higher concentration (3, 5 and

10 wt%) of La: ZnO thin films may be ascribed to the

superfluous of the La on the grain boundaries of ZnO [40].

4 Conclusion

Pure and La incorporated ZnO thin films with novel corn

like morphology were successfully prepared on glass sub-

strates by a cost effective sol–gel dip coating method. TGA/

DTA analysis suggested the formation of ZnO at around

350 �C. XRD analysis confirmed the presence of ZnO with

hexagonal structure and also it emphasized that La incor-

poration induce the growth of ZnO thin films along c-axis

with the preferred orientation of (002) plane. FESEM

images demonstrated that the prepared thin films showed

novel corn like morphology composed by the well defined

spherical nanoparticles and moreover it ascertained the

elongation of nanocorns along c-axis upon La incorpora-

tion. La: ZnO thin films exhibited an enhanced PL intensity,

which infers that La increases photoluminescence property.

1 wt% of La incorporated ZnO thin film showed good

sensitivity (S = 51 %) for H2 gas at room temperature. The

sensing performance of La: ZnO thin films (3, 5, 10 wt%)

were found to decrease compared to the pure ZnO due to the

superfluous of La on the grain boundaries of ZnO. Finally, it

is concluded that higher concentration of the La incorpo-

ration in ZnO thin films decreases the H2 gas sensitivity.

Fig. 7 a Resistivity of pure, 1, 3, 5 and 10 wt% of La incorporated

ZnO thin films towards H2 gas (1,000 ppm) at room temperature.

b Sensitivity of pure, 1, 3, 5 and 10 wt% of La incorporated ZnO thin

films towards H2 gas (1,000 ppm) at room temperature
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Abstract: Titanium oxide (TiO2) nanoparticles (NPs) were synthesized by sol gel method using Aloe vera plant extract

as a biological capping agent and a cauliflower-nanocoral morphology was observed in this technique. The assynthesized

TiO2 nanopowder was calcined at a range of temperatures (300–600 �C) for 1 h. The influence of A. vera plant extract on

the thermal, structural and morphological properties of TiO2 nanopowder was evaluated. Thermogravimetric analysis/

differential thermal analysis was employed to study the thermal properties of the assynthesized TiO2 nanopowder. The

crystallinity, phase transformation and the crystallite size of the calcined samples were studied by X-ray diffraction

technique. XRD result confirmed the presence of TiO2 with anatase phase. FT Raman spectra showed the Raman active

modes pertaining to the TiO2 anatase phase and Raman band shift was also observed with respect to particle size variation.

The different functional group vibrations of as dried pure A. vera plant extract were compared with the mixture of TiO2 and

A. vera plant extract by FT-IR analysis. The scanning electron microscopy images apparently showed the formation of

spherical shaped NPs and also it demonstrated the effect of A. vera plant extract on the reduction of particles size. The

surface area of the TiO2 NPs was measured through Brunauer–Emmett–Teller analysis. Transmission electron microscopy

images ascertained that the spherical shaped TiO2 NPs were formed with cauliflower-nanocoral morphology decorated

with nanopolyps with the size range between 15 and 30 nm.

Keywords: Aloe vera; TiO2 nanocorals; X-ray diffraction; Raman spectroscopy; Electron microscopy

PACS Nos.: 81.16.Ta; 77.84.Bw; 61.05.cp; 78.30.Am; 78.30.Fs; 68.37.Hk; 68.37.Lp

1. Introduction

In the past few decades, nanomaterials are highly attracted by

researchers to exploit their excellent properties for various

applications. Among the semiconductor metal oxides, TiO2

is a fascinating and one of the technologically important

materials in the field of nanotechnology and it governs the

keen interest of scientific community, due to its salient

properties such as high chemical stability, wide band gap,

good mechanical resistance and high optical transmittance in

visible and IR spectral range [1]. TiO2 exists in three poly-

morphs: rutile (Tetragonal), anatase (Tetragonal) and

brookite (Orthorhombic). One dimensional TiO2 nanowire

structure has the potential application in dye sensitized solar

cells (DSSCs) [2–6] and also TiO2 is being greatly used in

many applications such as photo catalysts [7, 8], gas sensors

[9], electro chromic devices [10], antibacterial activity [11]

and it also finds applications in biomedical sciences such as

bone, tissue engineering and in pharmaceutical industries

due to its non toxicity [12] and so on. TiO2 nanoparticles

(NPs) with different nanostructures have been synthesized

by electrospinning method [13], hydrothermal method [14,

15], template method [16] etc.

Aloe barbadensis miller is one of the important medic-

inal plants and also it is known as the ‘‘Lily of the Desert’’.

The raw pulp of Aloe vera contains approximately 0.5 %

solid material consists of a variety of compounds including
*Corresponding author, E-mail: rajangamilangovan@gmail.com
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water soluble and fat soluble vitamins, minerals, enzymes,

polysaccharides, phenolic compounds, organic acids and

remaining 99.5 % are water [17–19].

Synthesis of gold nano triangles and silver NPs using

A. vera plant extract as reducing agent has been reported

[20, 21]. Moreover, A. vera plant extract has been used to

synthesize metal oxide NPs such as ZnO [22, 23], CuO

[24], MFe2O4 (where M = Cu, Ni and Zn) NPs [25],

hydroxyapatite (HAp) powders [26], In2O3 [27] and

microorganisms have also been reported for the synthesis

of metal oxides [28]. NPs synthesized by chemical methods

are involved with toxic chemicals and adsorbed on its

surface, which causes adverse effect in the medical appli-

cations. Synthesis of NPs using bio-capping agents offer

non toxic, facile and one step synthesis with easiest pro-

tocol, sustainable and easy scale up to the industrial pro-

duction at lower cost. Moreover, the uses of

environmentally benign materials for the synthesis of NPs

offer eco-friendliness and compatibility for pharmaceutical

and biomedical applications as they do not use toxic

chemical for the synthesis protocol [24]. Synthesis of dif-

ferent nanostructures is gaining a great importance in both

fundamental scientific research and technological applica-

tions owing to their interesting physico-chemical proper-

ties. A nanocoral is one of the novel architecture and it has

potential application in DSSCs. Synthesis of TiO2 nano-

corals is highly difficult and it has been achieved by means

of multi step hydrothermal process [29], polymer gel

templating procedure [30] etc. These methods involve

multistep processes, time, power consuming, toxic chemi-

cals and expensiveness and so on.

Sol–gel method is one of the best methods for the

preparation of metal oxides. It offers an easy synthesis

procedure to achieve nano scale counterparts by controlling

the synthesis conditions. This method provides many

advantages and to name a few are room temperature syn-

thesis under atmospheric pressure, purity, homogeneity, to

introduce desire amount of dopants, stoichiometry control

and financially viable. However, it is very difficult to

individually control the three reactions such as hydrolysis,

condensation and agglomeration, which occurs simulta-

neously in sol–gel process. So, a slight change in experi-

mental condition modifies the particle size and morphology

[31, 32]. A fresh A. vera plant extract contains many bio-

logically active components, such as polysaccharides

vitamins, proteins, lipids, polyphenols, heterocyclic and

carbonyl compounds and so on. In the extracellular syn-

thesis of NPs using plants, on one hand, some biomolecules

can act as reducing agent, on the other hand, some bio-

logical constituents can act as capping agent for the

resulting NPs. As a result, the aggregation of resulting NPs

could be impeded by means of stabilization due to the

protein- nanoparticle interaction and also the surface

morphology can be influenced by the shape-directing

ability of the carbonyl compound present in the A. vera

plant extract. Hence, it is anticipated that this synergistic

effect of A. vera plant extract (both stabilization and cap-

ping) might influence on the morphology and size of TiO2.

In this communication, the facile one step sol–gel syn-

thesis of novel TiO2 nanocoral architecture using A. vera

plant extract as a bio-capping agent is reported. It has been

clearly observed that A. vera plant extract proves its effi-

cacy on the thermal, structural and morphological proper-

ties of TiO2 NPs as expected. A novel TiO2 nanocoral

architecture through simple experimental procedure such

as sol gel method using A. vera plant extract as bio-capping

agent is demonstrated.

2. Experimental details

Titanium isopropoxide (SD Fine Chemicals), Ethanol,

absolute (MERCK) and A. vera plant extract were used as

starting materials for the preparation of pure and A. vera

capped TiO2 precursor solution. Fresh and matured leaves

of A. vera plant were harvested from the local agricultural

land. Then, 30 g of thoroughly washed A. vera leaves were

finely cut and boiled in 100 ml of deionized water. The

resulting extract was used for further experiments [20].

Pure TiO2 precursor solution was prepared by drop wise

addition of 3 ml of Titanium isopropoxide in 20 ml of

ethanol under magnetic stirring. Similarly, A. vera capped

TiO2 precursor solution was prepared by adding 0.5, 0.75

and 1 ml of A. vera plant extract during the preparation of

pure TiO2 precursor solution and they were coded as 1AT,

2AT and 3AT respectively. After 3 h under continuous

stirring, the pure and A. vera capped TiO2 precursor

solutions were subjected to heating (100 �C) under stirring,

until the xerogel completely dried and finally cooled to

room temperature. By adding titanium isopropoxide in

ethanol solution, Ti(OH)4 was formed. Upon subsequent

heating at 100 �C, the formation of TiO2 took place due to

the condensation process. The relevant chemical reaction

process were followed, as given in Eqs. (1a) and (1b).

Ti OCH CH3ð Þ2
� �

4
þ4C2H5OH �! Ti OHð Þ4þ4 CH3ð Þ2

�CH�O�C2H5 ð1aÞ

Ti OHð Þ4��������!
D 100 �Cð Þ

TiO2 þ 2H2O ð1bÞ

The dried precursor was crushed into fine powder using

agate mortar and pestle. Finally, the grinded powder was

calcined at different temperatures in a tubular furnace

(Carbolite, UK) in an ambient atmosphere. Before

calcination, the thermal behavior of the as-synthesized

TiO2 powder was analyzed by means of Thermo

Gravimetric and Differential Thermal Analysis (EXSTAR

K S Venkatesh et al.
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6000 TG/DTA) from ambient to 900 �C with the heating

rate of 10 �C/min in air atmosphere. XRD pattern was

recorded by Cu Ka radiation (1.54060 Å) using

PANalytical X-PERT PRO diffractometer system. The

morphology was examined by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) (Model: Hitachi S3000 H SEM). The

surface area was measured by Brunauer–Emmett–Teller

(BET) using MICROMETRICS ASAP 2020

POROSIMETER. FT- Raman spectra were obtained by

BRUKER RFS 27 FT-Raman spectrometer. The functional

group vibrations of the 2AT and the pure A. vera plant

extract powders were analyzed by FTIR analysis (Model:

Perkin Elmer Spectrum RX I). Transmission Electron

Microscopy (Model: JEOL-200 FXII) was employed to

confirm the nanocoral structure and also to measure the

size of the NPs.

3. Results and discussion

In the preparation of TiO2 precursor solution, it has been

observed that the precursor solution is clear even after the

addition of titanium isopropoxide with the ethanol solution,

which manifests the complete dissolution of the metal

alkoxide in the solvent. This clear solution immediately

becomes to slurry with pale green colour followed by the

addition of A. vera plant extract and it has been happened

due to the rapid reaction of the precursor solution through

hydrolysis and condensation caused by the presence of

water molecules in A. vera plant extract. The colour change

indicates the encapsulation of TiO2 particles by small

amount of solid biomolecules (0.5–1 %) contain in the

A. vera plant extract and also the pale green colour

becomes rich with respect to the increase of A. vera plant

extract. The colour of the as-synthesized powder has been

changed to pure white, after the calcination process which

implies the elimination of biomolecules from the powder.

The TGA/DTA analysis has been performed for the as-

synthesized (1AT and 3AT) TiO2 nanopowder. In TGA

curve of 1AT sample, the weight loss around 100 �C is

attributed to the removal of physically and chemically

entrapped water and a further weight loss at 210 �C is

attributed to the elimination of organic matrix, as shown in

Fig. 1(a). There is no further weight loss after 300 �C and

in association with DTA curve, the oxidation process of the

powder is initiated at the same temperature (300 �C),

which indicates the formation of metal oxide. In the case of

3AT sample, physically and chemically entrapped water

removed at 100 �C and the removal of organic matrix takes

place around 235 �C, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This small

increase in temperature for 3AT is due to the presence of

more surface energy offered by the NPs compared to the

1AT sample. Hence it is understood that biological

molecules enter in the metal oxide matrix and serve as

capping agent. In DTA curve (3AT) a small exothermic

region around 300 �C indicates the crystallization of the

TiO2 nanopowder followed by the oxidation process. In

TGA curve, the further weight loss is observed till 420 �C

associated with the strong exothermic peak in DTA curve,

which is due to complete removal of the sheath of biomass

present over the NPs. In both cases, a small change

observed at around 670 �C may be attributed to the phase

transformation of TiO2 from anatase to rutile.

As shown in the XRD pattern of 1AT and 2AT samples,

the as-synthesized TiO2 nanopowder is amorphous. After

the calcination, the predominant peak found out for the

1AT, 2AT and 3AT samples at 25.3� (2h) with (101) plane

and other planes such as (004), (200), (211), (204), (116),

(103), (112), (113), (105) are corresponding to anatase

phase as shown in Fig. 2(a)–2(c). In the case of 1AT, the

rutile phase of TiO2 is also observed only at the calcination

temperature of 600 �C and the planes (110), (101), (111),

(210), (211), (220), (310) refers to the rutile phase, as

shown in Fig. 2(a). All the observed diffraction peak values

are closely match with the standard diffraction data

(JCPDS File No: 89-4921, 89-4920). The crystallization

Fig. 1 TGA/DTA curve of as-synthesized TiO2 nanopowder.

(a) 1AT and (b) 3AT
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temperature of as-synthesized TiO2 nanopowder has been

observed at 300 �C for 1AT and 3AT samples and this is

consistent with the TGA/DTA results. The free energy of

rutile phase is always less than that of anatase phase,

making the rutile is more stable phase at all temperatures.

But the rutile phase has been not observed for 2AT and

3AT even at higher calcination temperature (600 �C)

owing to higher concentration (0.75, 1 ml) of A. vera plant

extract. The A. vera plant extract (0.75 onwards), which

hinders the grain growth, thereby leads to the NPs and also

retards the phase transformation. Hence, the phase trans-

formation of TiO2 from anatase to rutile can be controlled

by bio-capping agent. Indeed, the improvement in the

degree of crystallinity has been clearly observed with the

increase of calcination temperature.

The crystallite size of the synthesized TiO2 nanopowder

has been calculated using scherrer equation (Eq. 2).

D ¼ 0:9k
b cos h

ð2Þ

1

d2
¼ h2 þ k2

a2
þ l2

c
ð3Þ

where 0.9 is a constant, k is the wavelength of X-ray

source, b is the full width at the half maximum in radians, h
is the Bragg’s diffraction angle. The effect of concentration

of A. vera plant extract and the calcination temperature on

the crystallite size of the synthesized TiO2 nanopowder is

presented in Fig. 3. The lattice constants are calculated

using X ray diffraction data from the formula of Tetragonal

crystal system (Eq. 3). The calculated lattice constants are

presented in Table 1. These values are in close agreement

with the standard values of both anatase and rutile phases
Fig. 2 XRD patterns of TiO2 nanopowder. (a) 1AT, (b) 2AT and

(c) 3AT

Fig. 3 Crystallite size versus calcination temperature of TiO2

nanopowder
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of TiO2. A small deviation in both phases of calculated

lattice constant values with respect to those standard values

may be due to the strain of the TiO2 nanopowder caused by

the heat treatment (calcination) and/or may be due to the

instrumental error.

It is well known that TiO2 exists in three polymorphs

namely anatase, rutile and brookite. Rutile is thermody-

namically stable, whereas anatase and brookite undergo

irreversible exothermic transformation to rutile with

respect to the range of temperature. Rutile, anatase and

brookite phases of TiO2 have 4, 6 and 36 Raman active

modes, respectively [33, 34]. Figure 4(a)–4(c) show the

FT- Raman spectra of TiO2 nanopowder (3AT) calcined at

400 �C for 1 h. The appearance of strongest Eg mode at

144 cm-1 is due to the Ti–O streaching vibration bond

which ascertains the presence of anatase phase in the TiO2

nanopowder. The modes located at 144 (Eg), 197 cm-1

(Eg), 396.9 (B1g), 515 (A1g) and also 637 cm-1(Eg) are

responsible for the Raman active modes of anatase phase

TiO2 [35] and no other peaks have been detected, which

indicates that the TiO2 nanopowder posses anatase phase

only. By comparing these spectra, it seems to be clear that

the Raman bands are slightly shifted towards the higher

wave number with respect to the increase of calcination

temperature, which emphasizes the increase of the particle

size. Also the increase of peak intensity with the increase

of calcination temperature indicates the increase of crys-

tallinity. There is no any Raman modes pertaining to the

rutile phase and it suggested the absence of rutile phase and

this result is consistent with the XRD results.

FTIR spectra of A. vera plant extract and TiO2 nano-

particle are shown in Fig. 5(a)–5(c). A broad band at

3,423 cm-1 is assigned to hydrogen bonded –OH stretch-

ing vibration. A band observed at 1,615 cm-1 is attributed

to the amide group vibration, which is a characteristic peak

of proteins/enzymes [36]. The bands appeared at 1,421 and

1,080 are associated with carboxylic acid, C–N stretching

vibration of amine group respectively, as shown in

Fig. 5(a). This clearly indicates the presence of biomole-

cules and bio constituents of A. vera extract. A band shift

occurs from 1,615 to 1,539 cm-1, which indicates the

binding of proteins with the surface of TiO2 and thereby it

leads to the stabilization of NPs. Furthermore, a band shifts

from 1,421 to 1,442 and 1,080 to 1,034 cm-1 infer the

contribution of carboxylic acid and amine groups respec-

tively, which are the capping ligands for the encapsulation

of TiO2 NPs. There is a band shift from 3,423 to

3,372 cm-1, which may be due to the condensation of Ti–

OH group. A band at 659 cm-1 is attributed to the

stretching vibration of TiO2, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Finally,

it can be noticed that the proteins/enzymes, carboxylic acid

and amine groups present in the A. vera plant extract can

lead to the formation of TiO2 NPs through stabilization and

encapsulation respectively [22]. Some of the bands

appeared for as-synthesized sample have disappeared after

the calcination, as shown in Fig. 5(c).

Fig. 4 FT Raman spectra of TiO2 nanopowder (3AT)

Fig. 5 FTIR spectra of a dried Aloe vera plant extract, b as

synthesized TiO2 nanopowder, c TiO2 nanopowder calcined at 300 �C

Table 1 Lattice constants of TiO2 nanopowder

Sl.

no.

Crystal system

(tetragonal)

Standard values Calculated values

a = b

(Å)

c (Å) a = b

(Å)

c (Å)

1 Anatase 3.777 9.501 3.7856 9.5229

2 Rutile 4.584 2.953 4.5579 2.9524

Lattice constants of TiO2 nanopowder

Facile one step synthesis of novel TiO2 nanocoral
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Figure 6(a) shows the SEM image of pure TiO2 powder,

in which the particles are highly agglomerated due to the

simultaneous hydrolysis, condensation and aggregation. It is

apparently seen from the Fig. 6(b)–6(f) that the impact of

A. vera plant extract is clearly observed on the control of

agglomeration as well as reduction in particles size of TiO2

nanopowder. It elucidates the decrease of particles size with

the increase of A. vera plant extract and also it indicates the

spherical shape of the particles. Moreover, the uniformity of

the particles (2AT and 3AT) implies the well association of

biomolecules with TiO2 NPs during the synthesis process. In

order to ascertain the morphology and particle size (3AT), it

has been further subjected to TEM analysis.

The surface area of the TiO2 nanocorals (3AT sample)

calcined at 400 �C has been measured using nitrogen gas

adsorption by BET analysis and the specific surface area is

27.6238 m2/g.

As shown in the TEM image, it perspicuously depicted

the presence of plausible nanocorals Fig. 7(a)–7(d) with

the diameter in the range of 80–200 nm. It can be clearly

visualize that the nanocorals are decorated with the na-

nopolyps of titanium oxide (TiO2) having the size in the

range between 15 and 30 nm. SAED pattens of the syn-

thesized TiO2 nanopowder show a polycrystalline nature in

Fig. 7(e) and 7(f).

The possible growth mechanism for the resultant TiO2

cauliflower morphology is still unclear but it is understood

on the basis of observed experimental results presented in

Fig. 8. As already discussed, the addition of A. vera extract

results the change of TiO2 precursor solution from its clear

nature to slurry. This indicates the rapid reaction of A. vera

extract with TiO2 precursor solution. The growth mecha-

nism may occur in two stages. Firstly, the protein/enzyme–

nanoparticle interaction takes place i.e. the protein of the

Fig. 6 SEM image of TiO2 nanopowder calcined at 400 �C. (a) Pure TiO2 without Aloe vera plant extract. (b) 1AT, (c) and (d) 2AT, (e) and

(f) 3AT

K S Venkatesh et al.
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A. vera extract can bind with the TiO2 surface via elec-

trostatic interaction. This is clearly supported by the band

shift from 1,615 cm-1 to 1,539 cm-1 in the FTIR spec-

trum. In this stage, the aggregation of NPs could be

effectively avoided and thus the stabilization of NPs is

takes place by proteins, which is supposed to the formation

of primary TiO2 nanopolyps. Secondly, due to the shape-

directing ability of carbonyl compounds and other such bio

constituents of A. vera extract, the capping of TiO2 na-

nopolyps stabilized by proteins takes place. During the

Fig. 7 TEM image of TiO2 nanocorals calcined at 400 �C. (a), (b) 3AT, (c), (d) 1AT, (e), (f) SAED patterns of 3AT and 1AT

Fig. 8 Schematic illustration of the growth mechaniam of TiO2 cauliflower-nanocoral morpholgy

Facile one step synthesis of novel TiO2 nanocoral
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calcination at 400 �C, the removal of biological constitu-

ents also takes place and the spontaneous aggregation of

primary TiO2 nanopolyps results in the formation of cau-

liflower-nanocoral morphology. Hence, the formation of

TiO2 cauliflower-nanocoral morphology is due to the

synergistic effect of A. vera extract.

4. Conclusions

A novel TiO2 nanocoral architecture is obtained first time

using A. vera plant extract as a bio-capping agent by sol–

gel process. The concentration variation of A. vera plant

extract enormously changes the particle size of TiO2

nanopowder and thereby it leads to control the particle size.

Thermal analysis reveals the crystallization temperature of

1AT and 3AT at 300 �C. The XRD analysis substantiates

the presence of TiO2 in anatase phase and also the rutile

phase of TiO2 nanopowder (1AT only) at 600 �C for the

lower concentration (0.5 ml). Hence the phase transfor-

mation of TiO2 nanoparticle depends on the concentration

of A. vera plant extract. FT Raman spectra emphasize the

presence of TiO2 anatase phase (3AT) and the Raman band

shifts with respect to the particle size variation. The bio-

logical molecules are responsible for the formation of TiO2

NPs, which is analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy. The surface

area is measured by BET analysis and it is found to be

27.6238 m2/g. SEM images depict the homogeneity, for-

mation of TiO2 NPs with spherical shape and also the

reduction of particle size with respect to the concentration

of A. vera plant extract. Furthermore, TEM images dem-

onstrate the plausible nanocorals decorated with the na-

nopolyps having the diameter in the range of 15–30 nm.
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